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      Serving Zones 

REGION V 
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT 

 
SERVING/PASSING CONTEST 
Each school is allowed to enter 2 servers and 2 passers. Contestants must be in uniform or team sweats. The 
following are guidelines for holding the contest: 
 
• Contestants report to the scorer’s table and draw for order of competition. 
• Contestants will use 3 balls of their choice. 
• The server serves a legal serve to the passer. 
• The passer passes the serve to a target area with varying point values. 
• Contestants are allowed 3 warm-up serves/passes and then 15 serves/passes for points. The server scores 

only on her first 15 serves. If she misses any of those, she will serve as many as needed to give the passer 
15 opportunities to score. 

• Most serving points scored wins serving contest. Most passing points scored wins passing contest. 
• Ties will be broken by sudden death – alternate serving to each zone until someone misses, alternate 

passing from each zone until someone scores higher 
 
Server: 0 points if serve is out of bounds and not touched by the passer. 
 1 point for a good serve, not in the zone and not touched by the passer. 
 2 points for a good serve not in the zone, and the passer passes it. (Passer must have a body part in 
  contact with the floor inside the court for the serve to be considered good.) 
 3 points if the serve is in the zone. (If passed, passer must have a body part in contact with the floor 
  inside the zone for the serve to be considered in the zone.) 
 
Passer: 0 points if ball lands outside of the passer’s side of the court, is below the height of the net, or the ball 
  touches the net. 
 1 point if inside the passer’s side of the court. 
 2 points if inside the large box. 
 3 points if inside the small box 
 5 points for a bull’s eye. 
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